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Report 2022
Onfido’s guide to preventing fraud
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Foreword
By Interpol

Foreword3  |

“
Increasingly, we have to adapt 

to the digital use of identity 

documents, in addition to the 

threats we see on the physical 

counterparts.

Onfido, with their digital identity 

verification solution, are in a unique 

position to identify and analyze 

these fraud threats. Within this 

publication, Onfido’s team of 

experts provide a useful reference 

guide on the emerging identity 

fraud trends, as well as outlining 

some of the measures practitioners 

can take to prevent them. 

Fraudulent documents open up avenues for 

serious organized crime, including money 

laundering and terrorist financing. Consequently, 

failure to identify fraudulent documents in both 

real-world and online scenarios poses a threat to 

the global economy, countries and their citizens.

Interpol’s identity document and fraud objectives focus 

on physical document examination and analysis, as well 

as equipping officials with the knowledge and skills to 

identify fraudulent IDs.

But increasingly, we have to adapt to the digital use of 

identity documents, as well as physical.

Businesses and governments alike are facing challenges 

when identifying fraud in this environment.
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Onfido verifies millions of identities every year for our clients. We do 

this through a combination of Document and Biometric Verification. 

This gives us a unique insight into the developing trends across both 

document and biometric fraud.

In this Identity Fraud Report, we examine our data* from the previous year 

and unpack the trends and fraudulent techniques that have emerged.

*The data for this report was taken from 1 October 2020-1 October 2021 and is reflective of 

Onfido’s clients. The data and trends, therefore, are reflective of the verification space, and 

might not always mirror wider market trends. Onfido obtains the right to publish this data.

About this report



Key takeaways 
from last year

Put simply, more online activity meant 

more opportunities for fraudsters, and 

our data reflected that. A new wave 

of ‘unprofessional’ and opportunistic 

fraudsters entered the marketplace, 

and we saw average ID fraud rates 

increase from 4.1% in October 2019, 

to 5.8% in October 2020.

2020 was a tumultuous year for businesses and fraudsters weren’t afraid to take 

advantage of that. COVID-19 was directly responsible for driving the rise in identity 

fraud as many businesses were forced to rapidly move operations online. 
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The pandemic also contributed to 

fraudulent behavior. Sophisticated 

fraud became harder to catch, and 

fraudsters were more active seven 

days a week.

But which of these fraud trends 

are here to stay, and have any 

new ones emerged?
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There’s been a 44% increase in fraud since 2019. Between 

October 2020 and October 2021, the average ID fraud rate 

was 5.9%, compared to an average rate of 4.1% in 2019. 

Even though governments and businesses have lifted some 

physical restrictions, fraud still hasn’t dropped back to pre-

pandemic levels. The jump in fraud that was a direct result 

of COVID-19 appears to be here to stay. As consumers 

have become much more comfortable transacting online, 

fraudsters will stay online with them.

+44%
Fraud since 2019

ID fraud is yet to return 

to pre-pandemic levels

The fraud landscape
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The pandemic has also had a long-term impact on fraudsters’ 

behavior. Pre-pandemic, fraudsters’ activity followed the general 

working week — they were most active Monday to Friday. 

But now, not only is fraudulent activity up every day of the week, 

it peaks on weekends.

As a business, this is something to watch. It could be that more 

amateurs have moved into the space as part-time fraudsters. 

But it also suggests fraudsters are trying to take advantage of 

your businesses’ downtime, when there are fewer employees 

on hand to flag issues, or pick up on suspicious activity.

Fraudsters have ditched the 

9-5 in favor of weekends

Fraudsters’ working hours

Monday - Friday Weekend

2019

2020

2021 6.1%

4.9%

2.8%
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Document 

fraud trends
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Most fraudulent 

documents are 

missing valid data

Overall, the majority of fraudulent documents 

(55%) fail a check because of data validation 

errors. This means the document doesn’t have 

valid data in all the correct places or has data 

that is incompatible with the document type. 

For example, a document number that maps 

to another format, such as a 2010 version 

of a document where the issue date on the 

document reads 2021.

This points to a less sophisticated type of fraud, 

suggesting that a large proportion of fraudsters 

have limited knowledge of identity documents. 

Data validation fail

Document doesn’t have valid 

data in all the correct places.

Data consistency fail

Data isn’t consistent across 

all areas of the document.

Visual authenticity fail

A document has compromised 

visual security features.

55%16% 55%29%

Document fraud attack type



Last year, National Identity Cards 

were the most frequently attacked 

document type. Half of our top 

ten most fraudulent documents 

were National Identity Cards. We’d 

consider National Identity Cards 

‘weaker’ identity documents — they 

were never designed for international 

travel, and therefore have fewer 

Passports overtake National 

Identity Cards as the most 

frequently attacked ID
Belgium Passport

USA Passport

Australia Passport

Spain Passport

Poland National Identity Card

Germany Residence Permit

Singapore Work Permit

UK & Northern Ireland Passport

Canada Residence Permit

Austria Passport

Report Sub-Result Suspected (%)Document Full Name

30 6 9 12

security features. This makes 

them more vulnerable to fraud, so 

traditionally fraudsters targeted them 

over other types of documents.

But this year, passports are dominating 

our list of most frequently attacked 

documents. This points to a shift in 

fraudsters’ behaviour.

Document fraud trends11  |11  |

Most fraudulent document types
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Fraudsters are lazy, choosing to 

target one-sided documents

A passport is a one-sided document. In other words, it only has 

personal information on one page. Comparatively, an ID card has 

personal information on both the front and back of the document. 

When we perform a Document Verification check, we’d require the 

user to submit two photos of a National Identity Card (one of both 

the front and back) but only one for passports. 

So making a fake passport requires less effort for the fraudster 

because they only have to edit or recreate one part of a document. 

Turns out, fraudsters are always looking for attacks that require 

minimum effort and maximum return.

12  | Trends12  |
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Fraudsters believe a passport’s 
reputation will open doors

Many consider passports high-assurance proofs because of the 

issuing processes. You often need a National Identity Document to 

apply for a passport. So if you put them on a sliding scale, passports 

are seen as ‘superior’ and harder to defraud.  

This gives us a unique insight into fraudsters’ psychology. They’re 

opting to submit fake passports over other identity documents, 

hoping a passport’s reputation will help the fake go undetected.

Document fraud trends13  |13  |



Fraudsters use less sophisticated 

fraud to target weaker documents
It’s not just about document type, country of origin also plays a 

role. Identity documents issued in one country might have more 

security features or more robust data rules. 

So we can also apply the different types of fraud to our list of most 

frequently attacked documents we see at Onfido. When we apply 

this lens, this gives us an idea of what methods fraudsters will most 

likely use to attack them.

In general, documents that fail more for data validation and 

consistency have more robust data rules. For example repetition 

of personally identifiable information (PII) across the document. 

The Belgium passport is an exception to this rule. It has robust 

data rules in place, however, fraudsters have adapted to find ways 

around them.

On the other hand, documents that fail more for visual authenticity 

tend to have fewer data protections. This leaves visual signals as 

the primary method for detecting fraud.

Data Validation 

Fail Rate

Data Consistency

Fail Rate

Visual Authenticity

Fail Rate

30 6 9 12 15

Fail RateDocument Full Name

Belgium Passport

USA Passport

Australia Passport

Spain Passport

Poland National Identity Card

Germany Residence Permit

Singapore Work Permit

UK & Northern Ireland Passport

Canada Residence Permit

Austria Passport

Document fraud trends14  |14  |

Most frequently fraudulent documents attack type
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Fraudsters prefer to start from scratch

Over 90% of ID fraud we see involves counterfeit documents. 
A counterfeit is a complete reproduction of a document. 
Fraudsters are choosing to start from scratch and create 
their own reproductions.

The high number of counterfeits 

could be driven by the vast number 

of template files available online. 

A template file is inexpensive and 

fraudsters can edit them with little 

effort on their part. Plus, many of the 

modern ID documents contain a lot 

of integrated security features. This 

makes any modifications, like what 

you would see on a forgery, easily 

detectable even to the untrained eye.

Most of these counterfeit documents 

are physical reproductions. We see 

far less digital fraud, simply because 

our product is designed to prevent 

it. Many of our clients use our native 

Software Development Kits (SDKs) 

which require end-users to capture 

a photo of their document live. This 

stops fraudsters from creating or 

altering images of documents in 

advance and then uploading them. 

Counterfeit documents

A counterfeit is a 

complete reproduction 

of an original document.

Forged documents

Forgeries are alterations 

of original documents. 

For example, a fraudster 

may change one digit 

on a document, and this 

can create a completely 

new, fake identity.

Digital fraud

Fraudsters use digital 

design software to 

manipulate an image 

of a document.

Physical fraud

Fraudsters tamper with 

the actual real document 

that we see in the image, 

or start from scratch.

3.47

87.9

3.96

Counterfeit physical (%)

Forgery physical (%)

Forgery digital (%)

4.67

Counterfeit digital (%)

Document fraud trends15  |15  |



Compared to last year, we’re seeing a lot more ‘medium’ fraud.

This year, 46.82% of all document fraud we saw was classed as 

‘medium’. Compared to last year’s figure, that’s a 57% increase.

One reason for this is that this year we’ve seen an increase in 

organized fraudulent activity. These organized groups will attempt 

to create ‘verified’ accounts with fake documents, before using 

them in other fraud attacks. The return on this type of attack is 

greater than taking advantage of something like a sign-up bonus.

Organized crime is linked 

to more medium fraud

Easy

Where document elements are clearly wrong, for example, documents have 

the wrong font or an obviously attacked photo.

Medium

Less obvious errors, such as less visibly incorrect fonts, the wrong photo 

printing technique, or imitated security features.

Hard

Cases that require enhanced knowledge of document manufacturing 

(eg. security features, printing and deliberate mistakes) to detect anomalies.

2020

69.84% 0.3% 29.87%

2021

52.96% 0.3% 46.82%

Document fraud trends16  |16  |

Fraud sophistication level
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Biometric 
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Overall, we see far fewer fraudsters 

trying to attack a biometric check 

(both selfie and video) compared 

to a document check. The average 

document fraud rate for 2021 was 

5.9%, compared to 1.53% for selfies 

and 0.17% for videos.

This is directly related to our product. 

Biometric Verification provides 

more protection against fraud than 

Document Verification alone — 

and a Video check provides more 

protection than a Selfie check. The 

video user experience in itself acts 

as a natural deterrent against fraud, 

because it’s a highly randomized active 

experience. This makes it almost 

impossible to defraud the system.

Given that over the last six months 

video spoofs accounted for a fraction 

(0.17%) of all our Video checks, this 

makes it an excellent security measure 

for businesses focused on making 

fraud prevention a priority.

Biometrics are a big fraud deterrent
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The most frequent methods of attack we see across 

biometrics are the least sophisticated. A photo on screen 

(where fraudsters capture a photo of an image on a 

screen, as opposed to using their own face) accounted 

for 56% of all selfie spoofs and 48% of all video spoofs.

To put this in perspective, if a fraudster is using a stolen 

ID, they might perform an online search to find a social 

media or another image of that person online, and try 

passing that off as a selfie.

Another way fraudsters commonly try to get around 

Biometric Verification is with an identity document spoof. 

They take a photo of the image on the identity document 

to match what was captured in the document check. 

Photos of screens are the most 

common biometric attack

Photo on screen

A photo or video of an 

image on screen.

Spoof printed on paper

A photo or video of an 

image printed on paper.

Spoof identity document

A photo or video of the image 

on the identity document. 

2D mask

A photo or video of a 2D 

printed mask.

3D mask

A photo or video of a 3D 

mask or other 3D objects.

Video on screen

 (Video check only): A video 

of a video on screen.

56%

1% 1%

48%

3%

27%

20%

0.5%0.5%

28%

15%

Biometric fraud trends19  |19  |

Types of biometric fraud
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unsophisticated

Most biometric fraud is

unsophisticated
for now

The fact that fraudsters are still opting for relatively unsophisticated 

methods of attack across biometrics suggests one of two things. 

Either sophisticated methods of attack are still out of reach for most 

fraudsters. Or, fraudsters are struggling to find ways to get around 

Biometric Verification because it’s so hard to beat.

How Onfido stops photos on screens and spoofs

Our algorithms analyze selfies and videos for abnormal texture. This 

helps to capture photos of photos, or photos of screens, which a 

fraudster may try to pass off as the real thing.

Biometric fraud trends20  |20  |
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Compared to relatively unsophisticated methods of 

biometric attacks like a photo on screen, we see far 

fewer 2D and 3D masks. This points to the wider trend 

that biometrics act as a good deterrent. 3D masks 

are expensive and lone or amateur fraudsters won’t 

want to invest the money or effort into attempting 

to dupe the system this way. 

But it’s still important that as a business you’re 

protected against these types of attacks. Fraud 

rings and organized criminals are more likely to 

employ sophisticated methods like this, and we 

expect to see more attacks like this in the future.

Unmasking the fraudsters

How Onfido stops 2D and 3D masks

Onfido Selfie analyzes the texture of the 

image to detect signs of fraud. And Onfido 

Video combines advanced fraud defense 

techniques including motion tracking, 

lip-sync and texture analysis to verify 

that the user is physically present. 

We also offer thousands of combinations 

of randomized actions, so fraudsters 

can’t cheat the system with 

pre-recorded videos.

Biometric fraud trends21  |21  |
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Because most of our clients combine 

Document Verification and Biometric 

Verification, it’s worth us comparing 

the fraud we see across documents 

and biometrics, to see if there are 

any patterns. 

These graphs show the amount of 

biometric fraud we see compared 

to the document issuing country. 

When compared with our list of most 

frequently attacked documents, 

there’s an interesting overlap. 

For the documents on our most 

fraudulent list, it seems more likely 

that we see higher rates of biometric 

fraud from the related document 

issuing country. This suggests 

that when fraudsters tamper with 

a specific document, they follow 

through and attempt to defraud the 

biometric check as well. 

The high percentage of biometric 

fraud in the UK might also be 

reflective of the number of 

digital services available in this 

geographical area. In turn, this 

creates a wider surface area for 

fraudsters to exploit.

Fraudulent documents 

equate to fraudulent faces
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Biometric fraud versus document issuing country

Selfie Video
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Industry 

fraud trends
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This year, Financial Services and 

Professional Services remain two of 

the highest hit sectors, similar to last 

year. Fraudsters tend to follow the 

money, so it’s no surprise that they 

target these two sectors.

But this year we’ve also seen a big 

spike in retail fraud. The disruption 

caused by the pandemic means 

fraudsters have turned their attention 

to opportunities in other industries. 

Financial and professional services are 

familiar with fraud and have had ample 

time to adapt and put protections in 

place. Comparatively, retail services 

typically have a lower exposure to 

online fraud attacks. As a result, they 

might have struggled to adjust their 

processes. For example, employees 

were working remotely, call centers 

moved from office to living room, 

processes had to quickly adapt and 

change. All this created weakness for 

fraudsters to exploit.

Fraudsters have turned their 

attention to retail

Financial services

Fraud suspected (%)

Professional services

Travel

Retail

Healthcare

Gaming

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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As a sector, crypto is highly volatile and has seen a large amount of 

public interest. This in itself makes it attractive to fraudsters. According 

to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Consumer Sentinel, reports of 

crypto-related scams have surged. 7,000 people reported losses of 

more than $80 million between October 2020 and March 2021. reference*

The regulatory landscape

The associated regulatory 

requirements (or historically, lack 

thereof) have also contributed to 

fraudsters’ interest in the industry. 

According to a 2020 study, 

nearly 56% of all cryptocurrency 

exchanges did not follow any KYC 

regulations at all, making it an 

attractive avenue for fraud. reference**

But this is changing. In the US, 

FinCEN cryptocurrency exchanges 

must carry out KYC and use 

effective AML. In Europe, things 

are slightly more complicated. If a 

crypto exchange only deals with 

crypto-crypto exchanges, then the 

legislation does not fully cover the 

transactions. However, KYC checks 

and AML are required if an exchange 

offers fiat-crypto or crypto-fiat 

transactions.

Crypto deep-dive

Reference* Reference**

Industry fraud trends25  |25  |

https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/data-spotlight/2021/05/cryptocurrency-buzz-drives-record-investment-scam-losses
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‘Just Google it’

Google image 
manipulation fraud

Onfido has also noticed that as the 

price of Bitcoin increases, so do 

fraudulent sign-up attempts using 

documents sourced from an image 

search. You can see this trend via the 

orange line on the graph. Fraudsters 

simply Google ‘passport’ or ‘driving 

license’ — the results provide a large 

number of photos of ID documents, 

some of which are fake, and some of 

which are real. 

To catch these sorts of attempts, 

crypto providers can put in place 

a variety of control measures. For 

example, working with a solution like 

Onfido’s, which performs textural 

analysis on photos of identity 

documents, to confirm that it is a 

photo of a real, genuine document. 

Onfido also provides alerts that images 

may be compromised if they see an 

ID document provided to a customer 

that was found on the internet. And 

finally, although it’s not mandated 

by regulation, crypto providers can 

leverage Biometric Verification 

alongside a Document Verification 

check to help deter fraudsters.

As the price of crypto rises, so does fraud

At Onfido, we’ve seen that as the price of cryptocurrencies goes up, 

so does the number of suspected fraudulent cases across our crypto 

customers. Additional spikes in fraud might also be related to our 

clients’ specific activities. For example, if they’re running campaigns 

offering some sort of bonus

2018/07/01 2021/07/01
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Bitcoin price versus crypto fraud rates

Google image fraud cases Suspected cases Bitcoin USD price
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Not all fraud is created equal. If 

successful, some fraudsters will have 

more of an impact on your business 

than others. A lot of this comes down 

to who is behind the attack, what their 

motivations are, and what resources are 

available to them.

Onfido has put together a profiles of 

the most common types of attacks and 

attackers our clients see, to help you 

know what to look for.

Fraudster profiles

Not all fraud is created equal. If 

successful, some fraudsters will have 

more of an impact on your business 

than others. A lot of this comes down 

to who is behind the attack, what their 

motivations are, and what resources are 

available to them.

Onfido has put together a profiles of 

the most common types of attacks and 

attackers our clients see, to help you 

know what to look for.

Fraudster profiles

Techniques28  |28  |
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Profile: An individual or small group of individuals who attempt one-

off attacks. They will have minimal experience in attempting fraud and 

few resources to hand. It might simply be someone trying their luck — 

for example, someone underage trying to buy age-restricted goods — 

or they might be facing external pressures such as financial difficulty.

Volume and frequency: While individuals or groups might only carry 

out one attack at a time, businesses will see a lot of these types of 

attacks.

Sophistication: Easy

Impact, if successful: Low

What to look for: Obvious signs of fraud, for example, information 

on an identity document that doesn’t match the sign-up details. Or 

identity documents that fail for data validation.

Confirm Your Age

 I confirm that I am 18 years old or over

Submit

The novice

Submit

Techniques29  |29  |



Profile: An individual or group who takes advantage where they see 

opportunity. For example, bonus abusers or crypto fluctuations.

Volume and frequency: High volume tied to a specific event, such as 

when a business offers sign-up bonuses or new joiner campaigns.

Sophistication: Easy to medium

Impact, if successful: Medium to high

What to look for: An influx of account openings during specific 

campaigns, or when there is a spike in a certain market (for example, 

crypto price fluctuations). An indicator of fraud might be large numbers 

of the same document type, issuing country, or repeated information 

(such as email address or name) across different applications.

The opportunist

Profile: An individual or group who takes advantage where they see 

opportunity. For example, bonus abusers or crypto fluctuations.

Volume and frequency: High volume tied to a specific event, such as 

when a business offers sign-up bonuses or new joiner campaigns.

Sophistication: 

Impact, if successful: 

What to look for: An influx of account openings during specific 

campaigns, or when there is a spike in a certain market (for example, 

crypto price fluctuations). An indicator of fraud might be large numbers 

of the same document type, issuing country, or repeated information 

(such as email address or name) across different applications.

The opportunist

Techniques30  |30  |
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The organized ringThe organized ring
Profile: Sophisticated, large-scale operations, often undertaken by a 

criminal gang. They will have the resources to conduct sophisticated 

fraud such as deepfakes, 2D and 3D masks. They might resort to 

techniques like coercion.

Volume and frequency: Businesses would rarely experience these 

types of attacks, especially if they have robust fraud defences in 

place, but they are the ones that can cause the most damage in 

the shortest space of time.

Sophistication: Medium to hard

Impact, if successful: High

What to look for: The reusing of information and/or document type, 

as well as inconsistencies in the document data. Other signals might 

also be significant. For example, if the same background is present 

in every submitted photo of the ID or selfie, this could be a sign that 

fraudsters are attempting to attack a business on mass. Finally, 

device and network data might appear suspicious when analyzed 

against the regular patterns.
31  | Techniques31  |
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Document typology fraud: spotting 

sophisticated fraud

When it comes to preventing sophisticated 

types of fraud, knowledge of fraudster typology is 

often what makes a difference. Cross-referencing 

aspects like country of origin, or passport 

number, with other data in the document will 

often highlight details that fraudsters missed.

Fraudster tactics
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In one example, we found a discrepancy between the data on counterfeit 

British passports that criminals were using to open bank accounts. The 

passport numbers were from a series issued in the Channel Islands, but the 

document issuing country was shown as mainland Britain. 

The bank that discovered these 

criminals initially identified them 

using internal controls linking 

customers based on suspicious 

transactional data. This highlights 

the importance of investigating 

accounts thoroughly to uncover 

what methods have been used at 

each stage of the criminal’s lifecycle. 

It also shows the connection between 

different crime types. 

Onfido now enforces rules across 

all our clients based on the issuing 

authority and document number 

format to stop this kind of fraud. And 

as a business, it can help to stay on 

top of current typologies and keep your 

customer risk assessment up to date.

Data discrepancy is key to catching sophisticated fraud

In one example, we found a discrepancy between the data on counterfeit 

British passports that criminals were using to open bank accounts. The 

passport numbers were from a series issued in the Channel Islands, but the 

document issuing country was shown as mainland Britain. 

The bank that discovered these 

criminals initially identified them 

using internal controls linking 

customers based on suspicious 

transactional data. This highlights 

the importance of investigating 

accounts thoroughly to uncover 

what methods have been used at 

each stage of the criminal’s lifecycle. 

It also shows the connection between 

different crime types. 

Onfido now enforces rules across 

all our clients based on the issuing 

authority and document number 

format to stop this kind of fraud. And 

as a business, it can help to stay on 

top of current typologies and keep your 

customer risk assessment up to date.
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In this instance, we found that 

criminals were making sophisticated 

counterfeit German Identity Cards 

in photoshop. Fraudsters were 

using virtual images and virtual 

backgrounds, as well as the correct 

bespoke fonts that they had 

managed to reproduce.

Once the criminals had created a 

document template, they used this 

to produce several versions of the 

fake ID cards with the same faces, 

but different personal information. 

To prevent this type of fraud, a 

business would have to manually 

review German ID cards, or keep 

a blocklist of faces connected to 

fraudulent documents. Another 

solution is to use Onfido’s Known 

Faces product, which will help reduce 

the manual load on a businesses’ 

operational team. 

Sophisticated fraudsters leverage 

photoshop templates

In this instance, we found that 

criminals were making sophisticated 

counterfeit German Identity Cards 

in photoshop. Fraudsters were 

using virtual images and virtual 

backgrounds, as well as the correct 

bespoke fonts that they had 

managed to reproduce.

Once the criminals had created a 

document template, they used this 

to produce several versions of the 

fake ID cards with the same faces, 

but different personal information. 

Sophisticated fraudsters leverage 

photoshop templates
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This year we’ve seen an increase in the number of organized fraud 

attacks where criminals re-use the same information. 

In three different scenarios, we found that criminals were signing up 

to crypto exchanges or bank accounts with identity documents that 

had the exact same faces, but altered personal information.

Duplication tactics
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Criminals were signing up to a 

crypto exchange to claim a cash 

drop bonus using the same five 

faces across 1,000+ Indonesian 

identity documents. The only 

differences were the personal 

details (name, date of birth, 

document number) which were 

slightly different on each document. 

In a slight adaptation of the above typology, we found criminals were signing up for bank accounts using the same 

personal information (for example, name, date of birth) across multiple ID documents, but with different photos.

The second case also involved cash 

drop bonuses. Criminals were using 

Russian driving licenses with the 

same face 300+ times a day for two 

weeks. This was a sophisticated 

attack where they used complex 

image manipulation of a template 

document. The only difference 

between the licenses was the slight 

alteration of personal information, 

which the fraudsters changed by one 

or two characters each time. 

The final scenario saw criminals 

attempting to open accounts with 

a crypto exchange to claim, you 

guessed it, cash drop bonuses. 

This time they were using Belgian 

driving licenses featuring the same 

photo. They made hundreds of 

attempts each day, and the only 

difference between the documents 

was the last couple of characters 

in the names.

1. 2. 3.
Fraudsters 

are re-using 

information
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You can stop this type of fraud, where the same face is used with 

slightly altered personal information, or vice versa, by using an identity 

verification provider like Onfido. 

Our Known Faces product 

checks for duplicate faces 

used at onboarding. 

Another control to implement here is to keep a list of faces connected 

to known fraudulent sign-up attempts and to manually check for 

duplicate faces yourself. You can do the same for duplicate personal 

information. When a customer signs up with the same name and date 

of birth, or the same name and address, a quick review of the photos 

on the two documents can help to avoid onboarding the same person 

multiple times.

Criminal gangs and fraud rings most commonly opt for these types 

of attacks. A higher volume of attempts means a higher chance of 

success, and they have the resources to launch large-scale attacks 

such as this.

We also see an increase in this type of fraud when companies offer 

cash bonuses or sign-up rewards. If you plan on running a campaign 

like this, it’s worth making sure you have automated controls in place 

to avoid the increased operational burden of reviewing sign-ups or 

having to close accounts later on.

When do we see these attacks? How do you stop this type of fraud?
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Prevention
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How are Onfido improving their product to protect against 

the latest fraud trends and techniques?

Most identity verification providers only train their models on genuine 

data. In other words, they train their algorithms to recognize genuine 

examples and to flag what doesn’t look genuine. 

We do this too. But we also wanted to train our algorithms to 

recognize fraud and to flag what is considered fraudulent and why. 

This two-pronged approach would make our algorithm better at 

spotting fraud.

Onfido Fraud Labs
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Machine Learning needs a large amount of data labeled properly 

and in detail to effectively train algorithms. Compared to traditional 

programming (see image) a common challenge with Machine Learning 

is generating enough data to effectively train the models.

This is especially true in our industry when it comes to building large-

scale, properly-labeled fraudulent datasets. It’s very difficult to obtain 

enough fraudulent samples which encompass a range of different 

attack vectors. For a specific type of fraud, we might only see 1 in 

every 100,000.

Comparatively, we have access to a large dataset of genuine 

examples, simply because it’s much easier to access genuine 

documents and biometric features.

So how are we generating 

enough fraudulent datasets 

to train our models?

The challenge
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This is where Onfido Fraud Labs was created. The Fraud Labs is a 

project dedicated to creating fraud in-house, with a team of Onfido 

experts working together to replicate and create fraudulent attack 

vectors on mass. We’re then using these fraudulent datasets to train 

our algorithms.

We’re generating these 

datasets in two ways.

The solution

By creating physical spoofs

 (for example printing documents, 2D or 3D masks)

By creating digital spoofs

(for example creating document photoshop 

templates or digital masks)

1.

2.
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By training our models with fraudulent datasets, as well as genuine, we’re 

helping our systems become better at spotting fraud in the real world. 

And not only is Onfido Fraud Labs helping us catch the types of fraud we 

see today, but also fraud vectors we expect to see in the future. When our 

systems can catch more fraud, across a wider range of attack vectors, this 

helps us better protect our clients and their customers.

The outcome
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Preparing for 

the year ahead
Trends to watch for 2022 and beyond
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It’s been a busy year for hackers. The 

number of data breaches in 2021 are 

already 17% higher than throughout 

the whole of 2020.reference*

This trend isn’t likely to change as 

we head into 2022.

Data breaches can compromise 

anything from a customer’s address, 

to their date of birth, passport 

number or driving license number, or 

even images of a customer’s ID. And 

the information gathered from data 

breaches empowers fraudsters to go 

on and commit other types of fraud. 

This could include:

Phishing or spear-phishing attacks.

Fraudsters encourage users to perform a specific action, 

like giving away further credentials.

Business email compromise (BEC)

Fraudsters access business email accounts and imitate 

the owner’s identity. Their goal is to defraud the company, 

its employees, customers or partners.

Account takeover fraud. 

If they have access to enough personal information, 

fraudsters can impersonate genuine customers to access 

an account before making unauthorized transactions.

With large amounts of personal data available online, 

businesses need to work harder than ever to keep their 

customers secure.

Data breaches

It’s been a busy year for hackers. The 

number of data breaches in 2021 are 

already 17% higher than throughout 

the whole of 2020.

This trend isn’t likely to change as 

we head into 2022.

Data breaches can compromise 

anything from a customer’s address, 

to their date of birth, passport 

number or driving license number, or 

even images of a customer’s ID. And 

the information gathered from data 

breaches empowers fraudsters to go 

on and commit other types of fraud. 

Reference*
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Malware attacks

If your network isn’t secure, fraudsters can employ a range of attacks 

to get around its defenses. Mobile malware data scraping is an issue 

that affects many types of organizations across various industries. 

Malicious hackers use scraping to collect intel on companies. They’ll 

then use this information when targeting them with more significant 

attacks. Businesses should audit their websites to make sure they 

aren’t exposing sensitive information.

Ransomware

Ransomware is another form of cyber-extortion that fraudsters will 

continue to leverage. They force users to pay a ransom to re-access 

their data. Businesses and customers alike should keep operating 

systems patched and up-to-date and never install software without 

knowing exactly what it is.

Network compromise attacks
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Synthetic data attacks, which involve the merging of real and fake 

information, are becoming more commonplace. We expect fraudsters 

will continue to commit synthetic identity fraud, but will likely turn to 

other types of synthetic attacks as well.

Deepfakes

For the first time we’re starting to see deepfakes, where fraudsters 

use a form of artificial intelligence called deep learning to generate 

fake videos. They use this technology to replace the original person’s 

face (or voice) with someone else’s. 

Synthetic voice fraud

Similarly, synthetic voice fraud is a type of audio deepfake scam where 

fraudsters leverage AI software capable of cloning voices. This form of 

fraud could be used to try and get around things like a bank’s voice-

recognition software.

Synthetic data attacks
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Investment-based fraud

Cryptojacking

One such method of attack is 

cryptojacking. Fraudsters use 

someone else’s computer to mine 

cryptocurrency by getting victims 

to click on a malicious link. This 

then loads cryptomining code 

onto the computer. They can then 

steal cryptocurrency from other 

digital wallets or use the hijacked 

computers to mine valuable coins.

Crypto is an attractive area for fraudsters. They’ll continue to target crypto 

exchanges, investment and trading platforms as we head into 2022.

Crypto investment scams

Fraudsters will also target victims 

directly with investment scams. 

This type of attack aims to get 

unsuspecting people to hand over 

money. They can be difficult to spot 

because the investment opportunity 

will often look legitimate. 
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Social engineering and coercion scams

Social engineering or coercion 

scams will remain a go-to method 

for fraudsters. These attacks require 

little technological sophistication, 

but fraudsters have to prove to 

victims that they are ‘genuine’. This 

is where they might use information 

gathered via data breaches or other 

methods. 75% of victims claim that 

fraudsters already had their personal 

information when coercing them.

reference*

These scams are difficult to detect 

because fraudsters don’t interact 

directly with the business. Instead, 

scammers convince victims to 

defraud themselves. 

Standard fraud detection tools will 

consider these payments ‘legitimate’ 

because they will come from the 

user’s trusted device, the network 

connection will match with the user 

profile, and victims would also pass 

any authentication steps.  

Educating victims against these 

forms of attacks is the best way to 

prevent them. However, there might 

also be subtle changes in digital 

behavior that could suggest an 

engineering or coercion scam.
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Traditionally businesses have to rely 

on signals to trust a new user. These 

include device IP, phone number, 

or credit databases. But fraudsters 

can also abuse these signals. Plus, 

mass data breaches have left huge 

amounts of personally identifiable 

information (PII) available for sale 

on the dark web. Atlas VPN found 

bundles of data including social 

security numbers, full names, driver’s 

license numbers, passport numbers, 

and email addresses available for as 

little as $4.reference.*

Layering identity processes, for 

example combining a person’s ID 

with their physical biometrics, helps 

businesses build strong assurance in 

their users’ real identities. Document 

Verification is the first line of defense 

against fraud. And adding Biometric 

Verification helps protect against 

stolen IDs, and can deter fraudsters 

who don’t want to put their face to 

a name. For the most sophisticated 

fraud, consider using deduplication 

features like Onfido’s Known Faces.

Forrester’s Total Economic ImpactTM 

of Onfido study found that 

businesses who use Onfido’s identity 

verification solution see on average a 

27% increase in fraudulent accounts 

detected. reference**

Layer up 

identity 

verification 

and signals

Best practices for preventing fraud
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Leverage deduplication technology 

We’ve found that criminals are 

increasingly opting for organized 

fraud attacks where they re-use the 

same information. For example, they 

submit hundreds of documents with 

the same face or similar document 

numbers. With this type of attack, 

fraudsters are essentially trying 

to brute force your system by 

submitting the same illegitimate 

credentials again and again.

Onfido Known Faces can help 

protect your business from these 

attacks by recognizing the identity 

of repeat fraudsters. Known Faces 

enables your teams to see when 

a duplicate face has entered their 

system, and follow the trail of 

breadcrumbs in real-time. 
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It’s no use simply protecting your 

customers at onboarding. Fraudsters 

employ various tactics throughout 

the customer lifecycle in an attempt 

to gain access to accounts via false 

account recovery requests. 

It’s tempting to get customers 

through the door using weak identity 

verification. Then later patch this up 

with more vulnerable authentication 

processes such as usernames, 

passwords and knowledge-based 

authentication (KBA). But this 

exposes your business to fraud, kills 

conversion, and leads to frustration 

for you and your customers. 

Businesses need to have robust 

authentication methods in place 

to ensure that it’s the legitimate 

account owner attempting to 

regain access or perform a high-

value transaction. Onfido’s Face 

Authenticate, powered by FaceTec, 

allows you to verify your customers 

against a government-issued 

identity document and facial 

biometrics at onboarding, then use 

those same biometric signals to 

enable seamless and secure repeat 

access later in the customer journey.

Employ robust authentication methods
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At Onfido we provide a set of 

Software Development Kits (SDKs) 

for free to our customers to 

integrate an optimized, accessible 

document and face capture flow 

into their own apps. Alternatively, the 

Onfido API enables clients to submit 

verification checks programmatically 

and is based on REST principles. 

It uses standard HTTP response 

codes and verbs, and token-based 

authentication. 

The SDKs offer several benefits, 

including ease and flexibility of 

integration, image quality validation, 

excellent and accessible UX, and 

fraud deterrence. And overall, we 

see fewer suspected fraudulent 

cases via our SDKs. This is because 

live capture greatly reduces the 

chance of digitally tampered image 

submission and our device integrity 

checks ensure the authenticity of 

captures.

Opt for  SDKs 

over an API
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Get in touch

Want to know more about fraud trends and how 

to protect your business against them?

https://onfido.com/

